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Space: the first frontier of particle physics
•

Particle physics in space originated from the discovery of the comic rays
– V. Hess in 1921 (Nobel 1936) with balloon flights up to 5000 m
Increasing penetrating radiation with rising altitude space (“cosmic”) origin
– Swiss physicist Auguste Piccard developed a pressured aluminum cabin
• Measured cosmic rays up to the stratosphere (~16 km) in 1931
Regener, 1932

Piccard, 1931

First “astronauts”!

Kolhörster, 1929
First “space-lab”!

Studies of cosmic rays on ground led to the discoveries of: positron (1932),
Ξ, …05/04/2018
muonXin(1936),
charged pion (1947), K, ΛCHIPP
, Σ,SWICH,
(1950’s)
Wu
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From balloons to satellites and space stations
•

•

Many discoveries with balloons in 1930-40’s
– Geomagnetic effects (1927), CR mainly charged particles (1929) mainly
positively charged (1933) mainly protons (1940), heavy nuclei observed (1948)
Particle detectors were key elements on first satellites
– Sputnik-2: launched Nov. 3, 1957 carried 2 Geiger counters
• Indication of the Van Allen radiation belt
– Explorer-1 (First US satellite): launched in Jan. 1, 1958
• Discovery of the Van Allen belt with a Geiger counter

•

1960: Frist evidences of cosmic ray electrons (~0.5 GeV) in 2 balloon experiments,
with multi-plate cloud chamber and NaI/scintillator counters
– 1963: Frist e+/e− ratio (0.1 – 1 GeV) with magnet in balloon experiments

•

Magnetic spectrometers continues with balloons and satellites, leading to the high
precision AMS-02 experiment, launched in 2011 (CHIPP participation)

•

A long series of balloons and satellites experiments based on calorimeters led to the
high precision DAMPE mission, launched in Dec. 2015 (CHIPP participation)
Gamma-ray detection technologies successfully deployed in space, leading to the high
precision and large acceptance FERMI observatory launched in 2008

•

CHIPP
SWICH, 05/04/2018
Particle physics in space has
entered
a precision measurement era! 3
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Many surprises!
•

Spectra do not follow the simple power law, as observed with low precision data

•

Many new spectral features observed with high precision data, reflecting the
complex nature of cosmic rays
– Particles could come different sources, from different distances, with different
acceleration mechanisms, travelling through different paths
• Astrophysical sources (eg. SNR, Pulsar) or exotic sources (eg. DM)
• Propagation/secondary production effects

•

Non-exhaustive list of “unexpected” observations
– Cosmic ray positron fraction “anomaly”
– Cosmic ray electron + positron spectral breaks
– Proton and light nuclei spectral breaks
– Flattening antiproton fraction
– GeV gamma-ray excess at the Galactic Center
– …

Xin Wu
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Positron fraction “anomaly”
•

Electron and positron can be primary or secondary
– Primary: EM cascade in pulsar magnetic field or through pion production
in shock acceleration (pulsar, SNR), or DM
– Secondary: CR interaction with Interstellar medium
AMS 1.5 years of data
AMS 5 years of data

The “anomaly” indicates electron and position may have different
contributing sources
look at the individual fluxes
Xin Wu
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Positron and electron individual fluxes
•

AMS data indicates electron and positron both have a diffuse contribution
(simple power law) and a source(s) contribution (or propagation effect?)
AMS 5 years of data
AMS 1.5 years of data

Positron

Electron

Geomagnetic effect

Need more data to measure the cut-off of the positron source contribution
understand the nature of the source (DM? pulsar? Propagation?)
Xin Wu
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DAMPE TeV electron + positron (CRE) flux
•

Electron + positron flux can also be measured by calorimetric detectors
– Better energy resolution at high energy
– Larger acceptance
Important UNIGE contributions to
DAMPE 1.5 years of data −3

hardware and analysis
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DAMPE (Nature 552, 63, 2017)

Flux only, zoom in to > 100 GeV
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Proton and light nuclei rigidity spectra
Geomagnetic effect

AMS ~5 years of data
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There is a general single power law breakdown around 200 GV!
Acceleration?
Propagation?
Mixed?
Xin Wu
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Proton and Helium high energy spectra
•

1– 100 TeV range : explored by CREAM, ATIC and NUCLEON
– Precision measurements to come from DAMPE, CALET and ISS-CREAM
p
DAMPE preliminary

CREAM-III
He

Another spectral hardening > 1 TeV? and a softening > 10 TeV?
•

Next: up to PeV range to connect to ground-based Extended Air Shower measurements
– ISS-CREAM (onboard ISS since Aug. 2017), HERD (~2025, CHIPP participation)
Xin Wu
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Space: a new frontier of particle physics!
•

Many more unexplained observations than accelerator based experiments
– Still an exploratory (observation dominant) science
ground breaking
measurements are possible (situation is similar to nuclear physics 100 years ago)
– Exciting theory/experiment interactions

•

Experimentally challenging but many opportunities
– Many species, wide energy range (100 keV – PeV), mostly unknown sources
– Opportunities to apply latest particle detection technologies to space
– Opportunities to develop specialized and multi-purpose space detector concepts

•

Multi-disciplinary
– Close interplay between particle physics, nuclear physics, astrophysics,
cosmology, solar physics, space weather, space radiation dosimetry, planetary
exploration, human space travel …

Particles in space: exciting sciences, broad interests, advanced technologies!

Xin Wu
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CHIPP in the sky
•
•

•

•

3 missions successfully launched so far
AMS-02 (UNIGE, ETHZ): launched in May 2011, in operation, until at least 2024
– Significant contributions to the silicon tracker construction
– Data analyses ongoing: Si flux, Be isotopes, high Z charge correction, …
DAMPE (UNIGE): launched in Dec. 2015, in operation, until at least 2023
– Proposer and leading institute for the Silicon-Tungsten Tracker (STK)
– Lead contributor to the electron flux measurement published in Nature
– Data analyses ongoing: p and He flux, ML for electron ID, photon analyses, …
POLAR (UNIGE (DPNC+ASTRO), PSI): launched in Sept. 2016, operated for 6 months
– Proposer and leading institutes of the payload (Gamma-ray Burst Polarimeter
onboard the Tiangong-2 spacelab)
– 52 Gamma-ray Bursts observed, significant first results on the brightest ones to
be published soon
– Data analyses ongoing: detailed GRB polarization and light curve analysis, pulsar
studies

Xin Wu
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POLAR: Scintillator-based Compton Polarimeter

modulation
light curve

spectrum

GRB 170206A

Polarization
1σ contour

Programmatic challenges of space missions
•

•
•
•

Space missions are in general managed by space agencies
– Different national/transnational priorities
– Science missions are (very) small part of the space programs
Strong competition between different branches of “space science”
– Selection process a bit ”random”, and often multi-stages
Approval and funding “chicken and egg” when multi-agency involved
Competence, perseverance, collaboration, opportunistic
– ”Spacialization” of advanced particle detection technology
– Close contact with space agencies, cross-collaboration with other
branches of space science
– Many proposals and variants of proposals
• Already very lucky even if only one is approved (and financed!)
Don’t be alarmed by the long list next page!

Xin Wu
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(possible) Future projects in next 10-15 years
•

HERD: next generation HE cosmic ray detector, acceptance 10x DAMPE, 30xAMS
– Expected approval in 2018, launch ~2025 to the Chinese Space Station (2022)
– CHIPP: develop a fiber tracker using LHCb technology

•

eASTROGAM: MeV-GeV gamma-ray observatory (both Compton and Pair modes)
– ESA M5 proposal, first down selection May 2018, launch ~2030
– CHIPP: co-lead the development of the double-sided strip silicon tracker

•

eXTP: Chinese “flagship” x-ray astronomy satellite, with large Europe participation
– Approved in China for phase A, final approval within 1 year, launch ~2025
– CHIPP: assembly of Silicon Drift Detector modules, heritage of LOFT (ESA M3)

•

POLAR 2: improved and larger (~2x) version of POLAR
– Proposal in preparation for the Chinese Space Station, launch ~2025
– CHIPP: lead an EU consortium to build the payload (scintillator + SiPM)

•

PAN/miniPAN: GeV magnetic spectrometer for deep space and planetary missions
– Multi-disciplinary (Cosmic ray, solar physics, space weather, dosimetry, …)
– CHIPP: original proposer. Idea presented to ESA and NASA for the Deep Space
Gateway. Also submitted an H2020 proposal (decision August 2018).

Xin Wu

High energy, low energy and polarization frontiers!
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HERD: High Energy Radiation Detection facility
•

Next generation high energy particle detector on board the Chinese Space Station
– Cosmic-ray physics at TeV - PeV, DM search, high energy g-ray astronomy
– Hope to start CR source identification, anisotropyj
– Similar to DAMPE, but with larger acceptance
• LYSO cube 3D imaging calorimeter
• Si/Fiber tracker, with converters
• Anti-coincidence detector
• Charge measurements
– 5-side sensitive
~3 m2sr
– Payload ~4T (~0.5 AMS)

Xin Wu
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~7500 LYSO crystals
55 X0 and 3 λ !
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HERD Fiber Tracker (FIT)
•

Based on fiber mat and SiPM of LHCb/EPFL

•
Fiber mat 9.8 cm x 70(100) cm

Xin Wu
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4 x/y-z FIT layers each side

272 mats (112/160 long/short)
– 816 MPPC + 408 HDR MPPC,
~157k channels
– ~11.2 m2 mats, ~ 560 km fiber
17

N

FIT prototype beam test
1 m fiber module
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Deep Space Particle Analyser (PAN)
Measurement objective: precisely measure the flux, composition, direction and
time of particles in 100 MeV/n – 20 GeV/n over at least 1 solar cycle (11 years) in
deep space, outside the Earth’s magnetosphere
– Fill a gap in observation: has not been done before (CR, DM, AM, …)
• PAMELA and AMS-02 only measure in near Earth space.
• Current 1AU solar missions (eg. ACE, SOHO) use dE/dx-E method, limited
to a few hundred MeV/n
Solar modulation
• Particle sources
– Galactic CR, ~ 0.31 cm-2sr-1s-1, modulated by
solar activity, dominant >100 MeV
– SEP (Solar Energetic Particles): from solar
PAMELA
flares/CME, come in bursts, up to many k pfu
(1 pfu = 1 particle cm-2s-1sr-1)
• Science cases: multi-disciplinary and cross-cutting
– Cosmic ray physics – solar physics – space
weather – space dosimetry – space travel
~GeV particles cannot be
easily shielded
p/He flux prediction at
Xin Wu
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1AU at Solar minimum
implication for space travel
•
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NOAA SPE (Solar Proton Event) Scale

•

SPE scale defined with level of >10 MeV ion flux
– 105 pfu: Extreme, fewer than 1 per cycle
– 104 pfu: Severe, 3 per cycle
– 103 pfu: Strong, 10 per cycle
– 102 pfu: Moderate, 25 per cycle
– 101 pfu: Minor, 50 per cycle (correlated with solar activity, 14 in 2012)

Xin Wu
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PAN Instrument proposal to H2020 and DSG
•

Deep
Space
Gateway

Light weight (20 kg) low power (20 W) spectrometer with permanent magnet

Measure particles coming in from both ends (symmetric)

•

4 Halbach permanent magnet sectors, each φ = 10 cm, L = 10 cm, provide a dipole
magnetic field of ~0.2 Tesla, total weight ~11 kg
0.2

0.1

Xin Wu
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PAN detector modules
•

5 tracker modules, 2 TOF modules, 2 pixel modules

Tracker module
– 2 StripX: 25 µm readout pitch, 150 µm thick, 2 µm resolution, to measure both
bending radius and bending angle, 40k channels, total power budget 8W
– 1 stripY: 500 µm readout pitch, 150 µm thick, high dynamic range ASIC for Z = 1
– 26, trigger signal, time stamp (<100 ps resolution), 1k channels, total ~1 W
• TOF module
– 3 mm thick scintillator, read out on all sides by SiPM: trigger, particle counter
(max. ~10 MHz), charge measurement (Z = 1 -26), time (<100 ps), total ~1 W
• Pixel module
– Avoid measurement degradation for high rate solar events
2
–
Issue
to
be
resolved:
total
(static)
power
consumption
~2-4
W,
for
~190
cm
Xin Wu
CHIPP SWICH, 05/04/2018
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•

and growing …

Xin Wu
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Conclusion
•

•

•

Space particle physics is an integral part of the CHIIPP activities
– DM search, comic ray physics and gamma-ray astronomy all need
complementary space experiments
Space is becoming the new frontier of particle physics
– Still many unknowns and unexplained
– But measurements are getting more and more precise
• For model building and multi-messenger/wavelength analyses
CHIIPP strategy for space experiments
– Operation and data exploitation of AMS-02, DAMPE and POLAR
– Several new mission developments that fit well with the CHIPP
scientific and technological interests should be followed
• It is not excluded that the next big breakthrough(s) in particle
physics will come from space
• Particle detection in space is CHIPP’s business, and it is getting
more and more in demand

Xin Wu
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